
SCIENCE COGNATES 
ENGLISH-SPANISH 

FOR K–6 BILINGUAL TEACHER CANDIDATES 

When English speakers are learning Spanish or Spanish speakers are learning 
English, there are some general rules that are helpful to remember. While 
many English words have double consonants (happy, puddle), Spanish words 
do not with the exception of c and n (acción, innecesario). It is also helpful to 
remember that words with ph in English (pharmacy) are written with f in 
Spanish (farmacia). What is especially helpful is to focus on cognates. 
Cognates are words that are convertible between English and Spanish. For 
the most part, English and Spanish cognates are words that share the same 
Latin root and are very similar. It is important to remember that cognates do 
not always translate from one language to another precisely. For example, in 
Spanish informal refers to a person that is unreliable rather than casual. 
Despite these false cognates, there are thousands of English words that can 
be converted into Spanish with their English meaning. 
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RULE #
1 Most words ending in TION in English end in CIÓN in Spanish

invitation invitación
occupation ocupación
conversation conversación

2 Many nouns ending in OR or OUR are often identical in Spanish
doctor doctor
tractor tractor
interior interior

3 Many nouns and adjectives ending in AL are very often identical in Spanish
animal animal
capital capital
hospital hospital

4 Many nouns ending in IST in English end in ISTA in Spanish
artist artista
dentist dentista
novelist novelista

5 Many nouns ending in TY in English end in DAD in Spanish
variety variedad
society sociedad
electricity electricidad

6 Many nouns ending in NCE in English end in NCIA in Spanish
distance distancia
coincidence coincidencia
independence independencia



7 Many adjectives ending in IC in English end with ICO in Spanish
romantic romantico
metalic metálico
dramatic dramático

8 Many adjectives ending in IVE in English end with IVO in Spanish
negative negativo
expressive expresivo
positive positivo

9 Many adjectives ending in OUS in English end with OSO in Spanish
famous famoso
nervous nervioso
delicious delicioso

10 Many adjectives ending in BLE in English end with BLE in Spanish
horrible horrible
impossible imposible
terrible terrible

11 Many adjectives ending in NT in English end with NTE in Spanish
ignorant
convenient
patient

12 Many adjectives ending in ID in English end with IDO in Spanish
stupid estúpido
rapid rápido
splendid espléndido



13 Many adjectives ending in ILE in English end with IL in Spanish
fertile
hostile
mobile

14 Many adjectives ending in ARY in English end with ARIO in Spanish
secondary secundario
dictionary diccionario
literary literario

15 Almost every English infinitive verb ending in ATE (e.g., celebrate) can be converted into a
 Spanish infinitive by replacing the final ATE with AR(e.g., celebrar).
create crear
calculate calcular
concentrate concentrar

16 Many English verbs (infinitive) ending in VOWEL+CONSONANT+T (e.g., result) can be converted 
into Spanish infinitive verbs by adding AR, ER, or IR to the end of the English verb (e.g., resultar).
insult insultar
consult consultar
present presentar

17 Many English infinitive verbs (of more than one syllable) ending in VOWEL+CONSONANT+E (e.g., examine) 
can be converted into Spanish infinitive verbs by dropping the final E and adding AR. (e.g., examinar)

accuse acusar
adore adorar
authorise autorizar



18 Almost every English infinitive verb ending with IFY (e.g., signify) can be converted into a Spanish verb 
by replacing the final IFY with IFICAR (e.g., significar).
unify unificar
simplify simplificar
solidify solidificar

19 In Spanish, MENTE combines with (feminine) adjectives to form Spanish adverbs. 
In English, LY combines with many adjectives to form adverbs.
normally normalmente
naturally naturalmente
finally finalmente

20 English nouns ending with "Y" often corresponds to Spanish nouns ending with "ía", "ia" or "io".

agency agencia
day día
mercury mercurío

21 Many English nouns ending with "ISM" can be converted into Spanish nouns.
gravatropism gravatropismo
magnetism magnetismo
organism organismo
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